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Abstract—In this paper, the optimal deployment of multiple
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) acting as flying base stations
is investigated. Considering the downlink scenario, the goal
is to minimize the total required transmit power of UAVs
while satisfying the users’ rate requirements. To this end, the
optimal locations of UAVs as well as the cell boundaries of their
coverage areas are determined. To find those optimal parameters,
the problem is divided into two sub-problems that are solved
iteratively. In the first sub-problem, given the cell boundaries
corresponding to each UAV, the optimal locations of the UAVs
are derived using the facility location framework. In the second
sub-problem, the locations of UAVs are assumed to be fixed, and
the optimal cell boundaries are obtained using tools from optimal
transport theory. The analytical results show that the total
required transmit power is significantly reduced by determining
the optimal coverage areas for UAVs. These results also show that,
moving the UAVs based on users’ distribution, and adjusting their
altitudes can lead to a minimum power consumption. Finally, it
is shown that the proposed deployment approach, can improve
the system’s power efficiency by a factor of 20× compared to
the classical Voronoi cell association technique with fixed UAVs
locations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be used as aerial base
stations in order to satisfy the coverage and rate requirements
of wireless users [1] and [2]. Due the flying nature of UAVs,
they can have line-of-sight (LOS) connections towards ground
users thus leading to an improved coverage and rate perfor-
mance. Compared to terrestrial base stations, mobile UAVs
can intelligently move and change their location to provide
on-demand coverage for ground users. As a result, UAV-
based aerial base stations can be used to boost the wireless
capacity and coverage at temporary events or hotspot areas.
Effectively deploying UAVs requires meeting key challenges
such as air-to-ground channel modeling, optimal deployment,
path planning, and energy-efficient operation [3].
The majority of the literature on UAV communications
has mostly focused on empirical and analytical studies on
air-to-ground channel modeling [4]–[6]. For example, in [4],
the probability of LOS for air-to-ground communication was
derived as a function of the elevation angle for different envi-
ronments. The path loss model for the air-to-ground channel
was further investigated in [5] and [6]. Due to the existence
of both path loss and shadowing, the characteristics of the air-
to-ground channel are shown in [6] to significantly depend on
the altitude of the aerial base stations.
This research was supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation under
Grant AST-1506297.
To investigate UAV deployment, the work in [7] derives
the optimal altitude for a single static UAV which yields a
maximum coverage range. However, in this work, the authors
did not consider the case of multiple UAVs nor the potential
mobility of a UAV. In [8], we investigated the impact of
altitude on the minimum required transmit power for the case
of two UAVs. However, our previous work is restricted to two
UAVs and does not consider the impact of users’ distribution
on the deployment of UAVs.
Beyond deployment issues, the energy consumption of
UAVs is also an important challenge. In fact, aerial base
stations have a very limited amount of energy which must
be used for transmission and mobility purposes [3]. In [9],
the authors studied the energy efficiency of drones in target
tracking scenarios by adjusting the number of active drones.
However, in this work, the authors assumed that the location
of targets is known in advance and they did not take into
account the possible randomness of the network. The work in
[10] investigated an optimal resource allocation scheme for an
energy harvesting flying access point. However, the authors
in [10] did not consider the case of multiple access points or
UAVs. Furthermore, in their model, rate requirements are not
guaranteed for all ground users. Indeed, none of the previous
studies [3], [4] and [7]–[9], optimized the power of multiple,
mobile UAVs by determining the optimal coverage regions of
UAVs and their optimal locations while considering the ground
users’ geographical distribution.
The main contribution of this paper is to develop a novel
approach for optimally deploying UAVs to provide wireless
to service ground users while minimizing the overall UAV
transmit power needed to satisfy the users’ data rate. We
consider multiple UAVs in the downlink scenario and derive,
jointly, the optimal cell boundaries (coverage area) and loca-
tions of UAVs that minimize the required transmit power. To
this end, we first fix the cell boundaries, and solve the facility
location problem [11] to determine the optimal locations of
UAVs based on users’ distribution. Next, given the prospective
locations of UAVs, using optimal transport theory, a powerful
mathematical framework from probability theory [12], we find
the optimal cell boundaries for the UAVs. Furthermore, we
show that, there exist optimal altitudes at which the UAVs
can satisfy the users’ rate requirement while using minimum
total transmit power. To our best knowledge, this is the first
work that proposes a power-efficient deployment for UAVs by
exploiting the optimal transport theory and facility location
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Fig. 1: UAVs transmitting data to ground users.
frameworks. Here, we note that, optimal transport theory was
used for resource allocation in traditional cellular networks
in [13] and [14]. However, the results in these works do not
extend to UAV scenarios and they do not deal with the efficient
deployment problem. Compared to these studies, our analysis
on UAV-based aerial base stations is significantly different.
First, we use different channel modeling between the UAVs
and users based on probabilistic LOS links. In addition, unlike
terrestrial base stations with fixed height, we consider an
adjustable height for UAVs. Finally, we exploit the potential
mobility of UAVs to improve power efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model describing the air-to-ground channel
model. In Section III, the power minimization problem using
transport theory and facility location problem is investigated.
In Section IV, we present the numerical results. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a geographical area divided into K subareas in
which N wireless users are distributed based on an arbitrary
distribution f(x, y). This area must be serviced by multiple
UAVs that will act as flying base stations as shown in Figure
1. Each subarea will be served by a single UAV located at
(xi, yi, hi) in the Cartesian coordinate where index i corre-
sponds to UAV i. Initially, we consider the subarea i over
[xs,i, xs,i+1] × [ys,i, ys,i+1] ⊂ R2. We consider a downlink
scenario in which UAVs adopt a frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) technique to transmit data to the ground users
at a desired data rate. FDMA assigns individual frequency
bands to users and each user has its own dedicated channel
for communications. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the total transmit power of UAVs and the total available
bandwidth is sufficient to meet the users’ rate requirement.
In our model, the UAVs transmit over different frequency
bands and hence they do not interfere with one another.
Moreover, hereinafter, we use the notion of a cell to indicate
the coverage region of each UAV. In other words, each UAV is
associated with a cell within which the ground users serviced
by this UAV are located. Note that, at the initial setup, the cell
boundary associated with each UAV is not optimal, and our
goal is to optimize those such that the total transmit power
is minimized. Next, we first provide the air-to-ground channel
model and, then, present the problem formulation.
A. Air-to-ground channel model
Typically, the air-to-ground propagation channel is modeled
by considering the probabilistic LOS and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) links [4]. In such a model, NLOS links experience
higher attenuations due to the shadowing and diffraction loss.
Therefore, in addition to the free space propagation loss, an
additional path loss is considered for NLOS links.
The path loss model for LOS and NLOS links at the user
location is given by [4] and [7]:
Li(x, y) =
{ |di(x, y)|α, LOS link,
η|di(x, y)|α, NLOS link, (1)
where L is the path loss, |di(x, y)| is the distance between
a generic user located at at coordinates (x, y) and UAV i, α
is the path loss exponent over the user-UAV link, and η is
an additional attenuation factor due to the NLOS connection.
Here, the probability of LOS connection depends on the
environment, density and height of buildings, the location of
the user and the UAV, and the elevation angle between them.
The LOS probability is given by [7]:
PLOS =
1
1 + C exp(−D [θ − C]) , (2)
where C and D are constants which depend on the en-
vironment (rural, urban, dense urban, or others) and θ is
the elevation angle. Clearly, θ = 180pi × sin−1
(
hi
di(x,y)
)
,
di(x, y) =
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + h2i and also, the proba-
bility of NLOS is PNLOS = 1− PLOS.
As observed from (2), the LOS probability increases as the
elevation angle between the user and UAV increases.
Finally, the average path loss will be:
L¯i(x, y) = PLOS|di(x, y)|α + ηPNLOS|di(x, y)|α. (3)
B. Problem formulation
Consider the transmission between UAV i and a ground user
located at (x, y) coordinates. The achievable rate for the user
is given by:
Ri(x, y) = Wilog2
(
1 +
Pi(x, y)/L¯i(x, y)
N0
)
, (4)
where Wi is the transmission bandwidth of UAV i, Pi(x, y)
is the UAV transmit power to the user, L¯i(x, y) is the average
path loss between UAV i and the user, and N0 is the noise
power. Considering Bi as the total available bandwidth at
UAV i, and Mi as the number of users serviced by UAV
i, we have Wi = BiMi . Note that, Mi is the number of
users inside cell boundary of UAV i which is computed as
Mi = N
∫∫
Ci
f(x, y)dxdy, with N being the total number of
users, and Ci being the cell boundary corresponding to UAV
i. Clearly, the number of users covered by the UAV depends
on the distribution of users, cell boundary, and the location of
the UAV.
The minimum transmit power required to satisfy the rate
requirement β of ground users is given by:
Pi,min(x, y) =
(
2β/Wi − 1
)
N0L¯i(x, y), (5)
which is derived using (4) and R(x, y) ≥ β. Note that, as the
number of users increases, the bandwidth per user decreases.
Consequently, a higher transmit power is required to meet the
users rate requirement.
Given the location of UAVs, the average total transmit
power of the UAVs in the network is given by:
Pt =
K∑
i=1
∫∫
Ci
Pi,min(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy. (6)
Our goal is to minimize the total required transmit power
by finding jointly the optimal locations of the UAVs and their
associated cell boundaries. Therefore, the power minimization
problem can be formulated as follows:
minPt
Ci,xi,yi,hi
=
K∑
i=1
∫∫
Ci
(
2βMi/Bi − 1
)
N0L¯i(x, y)dxdy, (7)
where i ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}, Ci is the cell boundary that shows the
coverage region of the UAV, and (xi, yi, hi) is the location of
UAV i .
The solution for (7) provides optimum cell boundaries and
UAVs location such that the total average transmit power of
UAVs is minimized while the rate requirement for all the users
is maintained. However, solving (7) is challenging due to the
mutual dependency of Mi, xi, yi, hi, and Ci. Furthermore,
the problem must be solved over a continuous space while
considering an infinite number of possible UAVs’ locations
and cell boundaries . Therefore, there is a need for advanced
mathematical tools that can help in finding the solution of (7).
III. POWER OPTIMIZATION: OPTIMAL TRANSPORT
THEORY AND FACILITY LOCATION
In order to solve (7), we separate the problem into two
optimization problems and solve them sequentially. In the first
problem, we assume that the cell boundaries for UAVs are
given and the objective is to determine the optimal location
of UAVs for which the transmit power is minimized. In the
second problem, for the given locations of UAVs, we derive
the optimal cell association which lead to the minimum total
required transmit power.
A. Optimal UAVs location given cell boundaries
Here, we first consider a scenario in which the UAVs move
and change their locations based on the users distribution.
In order to minimize the total transmit power, given the cell
boundaries, we find the optimal location of each UAV in its
corresponding subarea. To this end, we use the facility location
framework [11]. In the facility location problem, given sets of
facilities and clients, the goal is to find the optimal placement
of facilities to minimize total transportation costs between
the clients and facilities. Here, we consider the UAVs as the
facilities, users as the clients, and the transmit power as the
transportation costs. Consequently, given the distribution of
users over the geographical area, the total transmit power
of UAVs is given by Pt =
K∑
i=1
Pi. where Pi is the average
transmit power of UAV i over its corresponding subarea which
is given by:
Pi =
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
(
2β/Wi − 1
)
N0L¯i(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy. (8)
Note that, for a given cell boundary, the number of users
inside the cell is fixed and optimizing Pt and Pi will not
depend on Mi. Furthermore, in this case, minimizing Pt
is equivalent to minimizing Pi for all i ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}.
Therefore, the optimization problem in (7) can be written as:
min
xi,yi,hi
Pi =
ys,i+1∫
ys,i
xs,i+1∫
xs,i
(
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + h2i
)
× (PLOS + (1− PLOS)η) f(x, y)dxdy, (9)
where we use α = 2 as the typical value of path loss exponent
in LOS communications [7] .
Now, we derive a closed-form expression for the optimal
location of the UAVs when they are deployed at high or low
altitudes relative to the size of the subareas.
Theorem 1. Seeking a minimum required transmit power,
the optimal location of UAV i positioned at high or low
altitudes compared to the size of its corresponding subarea
(
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2), is given by:
x∗i =
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
xf(x, y)dxdy
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
f(x, y)dxdy
, (10)
y∗i =
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
yf(x, y)dxdy
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
f(x, y)dxdy
, (11)
where h2i >> (x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 or h2i << (x− xi)2 +
(y − yi)2. Note that, considering f(x, y) as the distribution of
users over the geographical area, (x∗i , y
∗
i ) corresponds to the
centroid the area.
Proof: At very high altitudes, di(x, y) ≈ hi → θ =
180
pi × sin−1
(
h
di(x,y)
)
≈ 90o, and hence, PLOS ≈ 1. Then we
have, L¯i(x, y) ≈
(
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + h2i
)
, ∂L¯i(x,y)∂xi =
2(x− xi), and ∂L¯i(x,y)∂yi = 2(y − yi).
At very low altitudes, PLOS ≈ 1, L¯i(x, y) =
η
(
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + h2i
)
, ∂L¯i(x,y)∂xi = 2η(x − xi), and
∂L¯i(x,y)
∂yi
= 2η(y − yi). As a result,
∂Pi
∂xi
=
∂
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
L¯(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy
∂xi
=
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
∂L¯(x, y)
∂xi
f(x, y)dxdy = 0. (12)
Likewise,
∂Pi
∂yi
=
yk+1∫
yk
xk+1∫
xk
∂L¯(x, y)
∂yi
f(x, y)dxdy = 0. (13)
Finally, solving (12) and (13) leads to (10) and (11).
Next, we provide an approximation for the optimal location
of UAV i deployed at an arbitrary altitude hi
Theorem 2. An approximation for the optimal location of
UAV i is the solution of the following system of equations:{
g1(xi, yi) = a1x
3
i + a2x
2
i + a3xi + a4 = 0,
g2(xi, yi) = b1y
3
i + b2y
2
i + b3yi + b4 = 0,
(14)
where a1, ..., a4 and b1, ..., b4 coefficients will be presented in
the proof.
Proof: In order to find the optimal location of UAV
i (xi, yi), we first provide an approximation for PLOS that
simplifies our analysis. Using two steps least square, PLOS
for 100 m ≤ hi ≤ 2000 m and
√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 ≤
1000 m can be approximated by:
PLOS ≈ f1(hi)
(
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2
)
+ f2(hi), (15)
where f1(hi) = −10−11h2i + 15 × 10−9hi − 57 × 10−7, and
f2(hi) = 2.37× 10−7h2i − 5.24× 10−4hi + 1.32.
According to (3), (12), (13), and considering the
fact that L¯(x, y) is continuous and differentiable,
the system of equations presented in (14) is
derived with a1 = 4λFint(1), a2 = −12λFint(x),
a3 = Fint
(
2q + 4qh2i + 4λx
[
3x+ (y − yi)2
])
,
a4 = −Fint
(
2qx+ 4λx
[
x2 + h2i + (y − yi)2
])
, and
Fint (u(x, y)) =
ys,i+1∫
ys,i
xs,i+1∫
xs,i
u(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy. Also, we
have q = η + (1 − η)f2(hi), and λ = (1 − η)f1(hi). Note
that, in (14), g2(xi, yi) can be found from g1(xi, yi) by
substituting yi instead of xi, and y instead of x except for
f(x, y).
This system of equations can be solved using the Newton-
Raphson method [15]. Note that, since Pi is continuous and
differentiable, xs,i < xi < xs,i+1, and ys,i < yi < ys,i+1, an
optimal (x, y) which leads to a minimum Pi exists. Therefore,
(14) has a solution.
Based on Theorems 1 and 2, we can find the optimal
locations of UAVs over the given cell boundaries. Next, we
derive the optimal cell boundaries assuming that the locations
of the UAVs are fixed.
B. Optimal cell boundaries given UAVs location
In this optimization problem, the goal is to derive the
optimal cell boundaries for all UAVs, assuming that the
locations of the UAVs are given. The optimal cell association
for which the total transmit power is minimized, depends on
the distribution of the users.
Given the locations of UAVs, the optimization problem in
(7) can be expressed by:
minPt
Ci
=
K∑
i=1
∫∫
Ci
(
2βMi/Bi − 1
)
N0L¯i(x, y)dxdy. (16)
Note that, in (16), the cell boundaries impact the number
of users located inside the cells, and consequently, the total
transmit power. Furthermore, according to (16), the transmit
power of each UAV exponentially increases as a function of
the number of users that it serves. Hence, in the cell association
problem, in addition to the channel gain, L¯(x, y), the number
of users in the cell should also be taken into account.
To solve (7), we draw a striking analogy with the framework
of optimal transport theory [12]. Optimal transport theory
is a mathematical framework for studying the optimal trans-
portation map between two probability distributions. Optimal
transport theory was first introduced by Monge while dealing
with a transportation problem. In the Monge problem, piles of
sand and some holes with the same total volume of sands are
randomly distributed over an geographical area. The objective
is to find the optimal moves to transport the entire piles
to the holes with a minimum transportation cost. Intuitively,
the optimal moves depend on the cost function which is a
function of distance between pills and holes. Our optimization
problem in (16), can be considered as finding optimal moves to
transport data from UAVs to the location of users. In this case,
the cost of transportation is the minimum required transmit
power that satisfies the users’ rate requirement. Furthermore, in
our model, the best moves corresponds to determining the best
users associated with each UAV which leads to the optimal cell
boundaries. Now, we rewrite (16) as follows:
min
Ci
K∑
i=1
∫∫
Ci
F (di(x, y)).S(Mi)f(x, y)dxdy, (17)
where Mi =
∫∫
Ci
f(u, v)dudv, S(Mi) =
(
2βMi/Bi − 1), and
F (di(x, y)) = N0L¯i(x, y). (18)
To solve (17), we invoke a lemma from optimal transport
theory [13].
Lemma 1. Assuming that F is a continuous function, and S
is derivable, the solution for (17) is given by [13]:
Ci =
{
(x, y);S(Mi)F (di(x, y))f(x, y) + Ti(x, y) ≤
S(Mj)F (dj(x, y))f(x, y) + Tj(x, y),∀i 6= j
}
,
(19)
where Mi =
∫∫
Ci
f(u, v)dudv, and Ti(x, y) =
∂S
∂Mi
∫∫
Ci
F (di(x, y))f(x, y)dxdy.
As we can see, the solution in (19) provides optimal cell
boundaries, (x, y), for each UAV, in such a way that total
transmit power is minimized. Given Lemma 1, to solve (17),
a total of
(
K
2
)
non-linear equations must be solved. Note
that, the optimal cell boundaries, (19), are a function of users
distribution. In the provided solution, there is no specific
assumption on the distribution of users and it holds for any
arbitrary distribution. Hereinafter, we consider the uniform
and truncated Gaussian distributions for users location. These
distributions considering a geographical area with size of
Lx × Ly are given by:
f(x, y) =
1
LxLy
, for uniform distribution, (20)
f(x, y) =
1
G
exp
(
Lx − µx√
2σx
)2
exp
(
Ly − µy√
2σy
)2
, (21)
where G = 2piσxσyerf
(
Lx−µx√
2σx
)
erf
(
Ly−µy√
2σy
)
, µx, σx, µy ,
and σy are the mean and standard deviation values in the x
and y directions, and erf(z) = 2√
pi
z∫
0
e−t
2
dt.
The truncated Gaussian distributions is used for modeling a
hotspot area in which users are highly distributed around the
hotspot center and their density decreases at locations further
away from the center. The center of hotspot is denoted by
(µx, µy), and the density around the center depends on the σx
and σy values. Here, we define ρx = 1σx and ρy =
1
σy
as the
density of user in x and y directions respectively.
In summary, to achieve the optimal solution for (7), first we
generate an initial cell boundary for each UAV. Next, following
the discussion in Subsection III.A, we position each UAV at
the optimal location over its coverage region. Given the new
UAVs locations, we determine a new set of cell boundaries by
following Subsection III.B. In the next iteration, the optimal
location of UAVs for the updated cell boundaries are obtained,
and then, the cell boundaries are updated again based on the
latest UAVs locations. This process continues until the optimal
solution is reached.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider a rectangular 1000 m×500 m area. The area
is divided into two equal subareas and contains two UAVs.
We also consider a hotspot area in which users are distributed
according to a truncated Gaussian distributions around a center
with (µx = −100 m, µy = 100 m), and a density ρx = ρy =
ρ. Hereafter, we denote the UAV closer to the hotspot center
by UAV1, and the second UAV by UAV2. In our analytical
analysis, we set N = 200, β = 1 Mbps, and Bi = 50 MHz.
Moreover, we consider a dense urban environment in which
C = 11.9, D = 0.13, and η = 100 [4].
Figure 2 shows the average transmit power of UAVs versus
the density of the users for the optimal cell boundaries and
the Voronoi cell boundaries. Note that, in Figure 2, we assume
that the UAVs are located at the center of the subareas, and
their altitude is 200 m. As we can see, the average trans-
mit power for optimal cell boundaries is significantly lower
than the Voronoi case. According to Figure 2, the average
transmit power is around 0.3 W and 0.12 W, respectively, for
the Voronoi and the proposed optimal cell boundary cases.
Furthermore, the Voronoi case is more sensitive to the users’
density compared to the optimal cell boundaries. This is due
to the fact that the optimal cell boundaries are determined
based on the users’ density such that the transmit power is
minimized. However, in the Voronoi case, the cell boundaries
are set without considering the users density. As observed in
Figure 2, for the low user density case in which the users
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Fig. 3: Average required transmit power versus UAVs altitude.
are more spread over the area, the performance of Voronoi
and optimal cell boundaries are close. However, as the density
increases, the proposed optimal case becomes better but then
they get close again. The reason is that, for a very highly dense
scenario, most users are located around the hotspot center and
they are served by the closest UAV. As a result, the average
channel gain is high for the users and thus, power efficiency
for the Voronoi case is improved. As we see from Figure 2,
for ρ ≈ 0.02, the proposed approach yields a maximum power
improvement over the Voronoi case.
Figure 3 shows the impact of UAV altitude on the average
transmit power for optimal cell boundaries with ρ = 0.01. In
our setup, UAV1 is closer to the hotspot center than UAV2.
Figure 3 shows that, the total average transmit power is
minimum at an altitude of 400 m. In fact, the UAVs should not
be positioned at very low altitudes, due to high shadowing and
a low probability of LOS connections towards the users. On
the other hand, at very high altitudes, LOS links exist with a
high probability but the large distance between UAV and users
results in a high path loss. As shown in Figure 3, the optimal
individual altitude for UAV1 and UAV2 are around 320 m and
500 m respectively. However, the total transmit power of both
UAVs is minimized for h1 = h2 = 400 m .
Figure 4 illustrates the inverse of the total average transmit
power as a function of altitude for the optimal cell association
case. Note that, in this figure, we used inverse of power solely
for a better illustration of the results and for clarity of the
figure. Here, we consider all the possible combinations of and
from 200 m to 1200 m. As seen from Figure 4, the minimum
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total average transmit power (maximum inverse of power) is
about 0.12 W and it is achieved for h1 = 310 m and h2 =
530 m. Note that, since the hotspot center is closer to UAV1,
on the average, this UAV has a higher chance of LOS links to
users compared to UAV2. Hence, UAV2 should be at a higher
altitude in order to improve its channel condition (more LOS
links) to the users.
Figure 5 shows the average required transmit power for op-
timal cell association, optimal UAVs’ location, and combined
optimal cell association and UAVs location cases. As expected,
the combined cell-association/UAV-location outperforms the
UAV-location and cell association cases by factor of 3 and
10 respectively. Moreover, considering Figure 2, the proposed
combined method improves the power efficiency by factor of
20 compared to the Voronoi case. In the combined case, the
mobile UAVs move to their optimal locations based on the
users’ distribution. As a result, the UAVs need lower transmit
power to satisfy the users rate requirement. Moreover, once
the UAVs reach the new location, the optimal cell boundaries
are updated and further improvement in the power efficiency
is achieved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel, optimal deployment
framework for deploying UAVs that act as flying base stations.
We have cast the problem as a power minimization problem
under the constraint of satisfying the rate requirement for all
ground users. To this end, we have applied optimal transport
theory to obtain the optimal cell association, and we have
derived optimal UAVs’ locations using the facility location
framework. Moreover, we have investigated the impact of
UAVs altitude on the power efficiency. The results have
shown that the total required transmit power is significantly
decreased by determining the optimal coverage regions for
UAVs. Furthermore, finding the optimal UAVs locations based
on the users’ distribution, and adjusting their altitudes to
optimal values will yield the minimum power consumption.
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